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Do business better.

Ü Infor ERP SX.enterprise provides a
new way to run your business—helping
you achieve new levels of performance,
customer service, and growth.

If you look up the word complexity in the dictionary, do you
find your business model there? That’s how it feels for
many distribution companies today—especially if your
monthly transactions and SKUs number in the tens or
hundreds of thousands. Under constant pressure to
provide better customer service, increase inventory turns,
and optimize transportation costs, you can’t survive
without a full range of enterprise functionality tailored to
your unique requirements. To meet the challenge, you
need a powerful enterprise solution that meets your
definition of comprehensive—one that is designed
specifically for complex distribution environments like
yours.

Leverage experience.
At Infor™, our professionals—many with more than 25
years of experience—are helping forward-thinking
companies like yours solve their toughest business
challenges. That experience is built in to Infor ERP
SX.enterprise 6.0, a comprehensive solution designed
specifically for distribution companies with complex
business models. More than 800 customers with revenues
ranging from $50 million to $1 billion or more have
implemented this powerful solution to reduce costs,
maintain optimum customer service levels, and meet
strategic expansion goals.

Infor ERP
Get business specific.

See results now.

Infor ERP SX.enterprise is a full-featured client/server system
that supports flexible, event-driven operations running on the
latest Windows®-based connectivity standards. It provides an
across-the-board core distribution solution that delivers
increased efficiency and improved performance. The solution
is built on Infor Open SOA, where interoperable applications
and composite business services help customers easily add,
change, upgrade, or modify solutions as their business
requirements change. Key features include:

Infor ERP SX.enterprise is a complete solution that is
helping distributors worldwide strengthen their
performance and drive strategic expansion. Easy to
implement and use, the solution is helping customers
see significant bottom-line business benefits such as:
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Order entry—Advanced order controls let you take advantage
of complex ordering formulas while considering important
factors such as average sale quantity.
Inventory control—Efficient tools let you easily establish
reorder points, print physical count sheets, and perform a
variety of other inventory control processes. Vendor Managed
Inventory tools help you handle off-site inventory managed
by vendors.
Kit production—Manage kit production more efficiently
through innovative, automated tools for packaging and
marketing products.
Purchase order—Manage the purchase of both stock and
non-stock orders.
Service warranty—Streamline service and repair functions.
Warehouse management—You gain an integrated solution
for real-time management of warehouse workflow.
Infor SX.enterprise encompasses the full range of integrated
functionality you need to do business better at every level of
your enterprise:
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Financial management designed specifically for the unique
challenges of operating multiple locations
Performance management for managing your business
against your strategic goals
Supplier relationship management for creating a more
collaborative environment for you and your suppliers
eCommerce tools for doing business seamlessly with
customers and suppliers 24x7
Customer relationship management to help you enhance
your service levels
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2% increase in gross profit
More than $300K savings in the first six months
65% reduction in receiving errors
300% improvement in pick efficiency
99.9% inventory accuracy
50% increase in warehouse volume with no decline in
service levels

About Infor.
Infor acquires and develops functionally rich software
backed by thousands of domain experts and then makes
it better through continuous innovation, faster
implementation options, global enablement, and flexible
buying options. In a few short years, Infor has become the
third largest provider of business software. For additional
information, visit www.infor.com.
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Contact your local
Infor office regarding
availability of products
in your region.

